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ABSTRACT
This speech focuses on the thesis that most good

teachers' cannot explain the psychological principles underlying their
sour4 teaching practices. They appear to be unaware of the large body
of theoretical and experimental evidence supporting one educational
procedure over another. Through reference to a film shoving a teacher
teaching social studies teaching methods are reviewed in their
theoretical framework; including such methods as setting the stage
for learning, creating a democratic classroom environment,
establishing continu4ty (Gestalt psychology), removing the immediate
blocks to learning, using supplementary materials, and designing
assignments with the children. Using these methods and others a
teacher sets the stage for the child to do his own learning. (ED)
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)r. !larris, Or. Colson, Follow leneaort):

I am not usually eager to speak on prolrams, but when Ur. Colson

explained to me tne aims of this profixam and naketi PV to give the keynote

address, 1 did not hesitate to accept. :ty readiness to accept was not

due to any delusion about my own eloquence in speech-making. Rather,

I was motivated by a long-standing desire to eave teachers become articulate

about the principles of psychology that underlie sound teaching practices.

Year after year we offer courses in human development, learning

theory, general psychology, social psychology, and mental hygiene. Year

after year our teachers pursue their classroom responsibilities as if

the insights gained in these courses have no relutionship to the teaching'

learning process. This is not to say that good teaching does not go on.

What impresses me is that, with few exceptions good teachers cannot

coexplain the principles underlying their practices. They appear to be

cio
unaware of the large body of theoretical and experimental evidence sup-

lartins one educational procedure as opposed to another. When asked why

they choose one method rather than another they are likely to say "Because

this is tae latest method" or "It's the newest thing in education today.

r'orl.aps we :should change the sequence in our instruction and have students

ciso
their student teaching first. Then they eight be better motivated to

find the principles when they take the psychology courses.

You have lust viewed a film showing !:r. Lollins teaching a social

Stu.lieS lesson on the tJJestward Movement at t.;e A. P. hill school. It is
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the kind of lessee t.Int might occur at any school. the c.,11,1ren were

not individually chosen for the film. The class is a meularly consti-

tuted one, and the pupils were unrehearsed for tee filn. I want to

use this demonstration to point out several peycholoeical principles on

which the lesson was built. These principles Nave been derived from

learning theory, from Gestalt psychology. from social psycholory and

from mental hygiene.

You noticed that, in the film, Mr. Collins spent the entire teach

ing period setting; the stage for learning. It is the thesis of this

presentation that the teacher's function is to set the stage, and that

the pupil must do his own learning. how did lr. Collins set the stage?

First, he himself, was prepared. There is no aubraitute for teacher

preparation. His thorough preparation freed hire to he spontaneous, per-

ceptive and enthusiastic in the classroom.

Now enthusiasm is contagious as any student of social psychology

will attest. It is an emotional state easily diffused throughout a

group by a leader who engages every member in the croup enterprise. In

this film, the group enterprise is learning about the West. The teacher,

having already made the intellectual adventure. can serve as an experienced

guide who knows where the dangers lurk and where the thrills and excitement

wait.

As a group leader, the teacher plays Vie ,onjor role in creating

the classroom climate. I am sure you were impressed by the happy faces,

spontaneous show of hands, the eager postures, and at times Vie outburst

of answers. It is not far from this clessroov to the insights gained from the
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classic study of social climates by Lewin, Lippit arcs mate. Of the

three climates experimentally created (autocratic, laissez-faire, and

democratic) it was the democratic that produced such behavior as demon-

strated in the film. Every child was recognized and rewarded for his

contribution. Success, not failure, was "in the air." Prom the point

of view of mental hygiene, this was a healthy climate, a wholesome

climate in which to grow.

The next step was to establish continuity with the previous

lesson by a brief review Sb that tau m pupils could see and appreciate

the relevance of today's lesson. According to Gestalt psychologists,

meaningful relationships foster insight which is the crux of efficient

learning. Too often, we teeth each day's lesson as a thing in itself

as if it has no relationship whatsoever to what has gone before or to

what will come after. Small mender, then, that the pupil never "gets

the eonnection" or sees the purpose of his darito-day assignments.
A

When he sees the over-ell plan, then short tern assignments can gather

their meaningfulness from the total pattern.

Mot only does Gestalt psychology demand continuity but programmed

instruction does also. Review and interlocking of steps insure con-

solidation of gains and there is a firmer commend of prior learning

before moving on to the logical next-step. Mr. Collins carefully

explained the connection between yesterday's work and today's assign-

ment. Research in the area of transfer of training undergirds this

procedure. Transfer should never be left to chance; we must teach ex-

plicitly for it.
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Y'uln trc purnosnA and wnle of a lessoh nre made clear to

edvateci pupils. e are ready to reove the ii:4.0fate Moths to learnini,.

The blocks to learnini, include (I) lack of hn...orstahnin.,,, of words, (2)

inadequate concepts, (3) inability to read maps, (4) inability to inter-

pret charts, (5) lack of ?roper and sufficient source mcsterials, (6) unclear,

indefinite, and undifferentiated assimmenttl.

how did :tr. Collins proceed to remove c:te blocks to learning?

he first selected certain key worJs that, in 41s opinion, were likely to

give trouble. The words are crucial to the un,:erstandin7 of Vie geography,

the mission, the :;a1,1p3 of the westward movement. Accurate concepts

are the building blocks for full understanding and accur!, interpretation

of what is read.

Furthermore, the reading matter was illustrated 4.1 supplemented

by maps and charts on the principle that learning is a multiple process

and is best scnieved through multiple stimulation. This is the major

principle underlying the use of audio-visual and construction materials.

What do colors signify in a map? how are boundaries, rivers, plains and

mountains indicated? What are the anchorage points of orientation? That

is the spatial difference between -mid-west' and 'far west-? It should

he noted that tne pupil with readine difficulties can learn from a map

or chart much of what the competent readers learn from the text. Thus,

the principle of individual differences is served.

Pictures, too, can be an effective aid to 'corning when the pupils

MA: taught now to "read' the pictures and how to ask good questions about

teu. iy studying the picture of a wagon trail.. , spilt: can maLe certain
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inferences lhout t.o vestward movemeot. such afl, tit west was iu

country or why vould the traveler,: i,eep handy?jone of tile

travelers planned to stay tecause tl,ev brou,;:.t. along overythine, they

possessed: they became the settlers. It wan a lon3 ti.ne ago because

diesel trainA, truc::s, buses and airp3ancs nay,. lone since replaced

wagon trains.

having removed the blocks by develooliw, certain learning tools

ane techniques, the teacher has n planninr, !wq:lion in which all the

c.aldren participate. They know the over --all task: they know how to

approach the solution to problems inherent in the task. :sow tLey rust

decide individual responsibilities in carryinr1 out the job. !;ote how

readily tne pupils volunteered for particular assignrents. .:ote also

that each volunteer chose what he felt he could do. Two psychological

principles should be pointed out as operatinf, in the choice of assign-

ments; one is that there is a greater sent of commitment to plans that

t%e pupil has participated in raking than to externally imposed plans;

441:, the other is that pupils, recoenizinn their 4bilitles and limitations,

Itti4 tone to set their aspirations at cnallenginr attainable levels. Pupils

till. are chonble of serious commitment to f;oals t!wy nnderetnnd and have

lece.,,toc 4s t!,eir own.

Me stale is now set for further study. The answers arc not given.

CIF) they :lust be sounht. The tools of inquiry na4: orohlern-solving have been

f204 i!ovoloped. ::otivation ig toward clearly ,lectod goal:: and definitely,

as3id tanks. T1t 0 teacher has created a learain, climate that fosters

initiative anJ solfconfidence. Tension tow:ir, complotim of the uhfinished
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task has been cruati il. short, t.lo

to learning removed. ';ow, tie pupil,
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stage has 5eon set and thu bloc%s

iimself, mist do his own learnin4.
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